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ABSTRACT 
We shall construct a pinched circle model of the Julia set of a topological polynomial without recourse 
to the theory of analytic fimctions. By using this model, we study conditions under which a topological 
polynomial has no wandering domain. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let T be a continuous, open and finite to one mapping from 2-sphere S2 onto itself. 
One can define the (topological) Fatou set FT and Julia set JT of  T as follows. 
T n FT = int{x ~ S 2 I { }n/>l is equicontinuous atx } 
JT = $2 \ FT 
where T O = id (the identity mapping), T n = T o T n-1 for each n c N and int is the 
interior with respect to the spherical metric p on S 2. In Section 4 (Remark 7), we see 
that its Julia set J r  is completely invariant under T, that is, T -1 (Jr) = Jr = T(JT). 
Definit ion 1 ( Topological polynomial). Let T : S 2 ~ S 2 be a continuous, open and 
finite to one mapping. We say T is a topological polynomial  i f  there is a point x~ 
of  S 2 such that T -1 ({xoc}) = {x~}. 
E-mail: yoshida@sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp. 
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(Remark: when T:S  2 --+ S 2 is continuous open, the finite-to-one property is 
equivalent to the lightness [13, Theorem X(3.4)], see Section 3.2 for the definition 
of lightness.) 
A complex polynomial (on Riemann sphere C) is a topological polynomial (with 
x~ = oc). Let T be a topological polynomial. In this paper, we shall consider 
conditions under which JT can be regarded as a "pinched circle" and the dynamics 
of (JT, T) as a factor of (0D, ~ w-~ ~d) where D = {~ ~ C [ 1~1 < 1} and d ~> 2, 
that is, there is a continuous mapping q~ from 0D onto J r  such that for any 
6 0D, q5(¢ d) = T o qb(~) (we call qb the pinched circle model for r or JT). 
The aim of this paper is to study this problem without recourse to the theory of 
analytic functions. Here we compare our setup with the case where T is a complex 
polynomial of degree d whose Julia set is connected and locally connected. In this 
case, the proof of the fact that the Julia set is a pinched circle proceeds as follows. 
By the connectivity of the Julia set, there is a Riemann mapping q) from D onto 
the B6ttcher domain X (containing ec, see Section 4) with q~(0) = co. Note that 
T(X) = X, X C3 JT = t~ and OX = JT (see Section 4), hence clX -- X U JT. The 
mapping ~o -1 o T o q):D ~ D is analytic proper (i.e., for any compact subset of D, 
its preimage is compact) and its zero is only 0 c D with multiplicity d. Here we use 
Blaschke product heorem: any analytic proper mapping f : D --+ D is a Blaschke 
product, that is, of the form f ( ( )  = k 1-I~=1 ¢-zk where k c aD and {Zl Z2, Zn} 
is the set of all zeros of f (with multiplicity). So in our case, there is 0 c [0, 2re) such 
that T o ~o(~) = ~o(ei°(d) for each ~ 6 D. Finally by Caratheodory's theorem, q) has a 
continuous extension ~ : D ~ cl X (where D ~ clD) and furthermore ~(aD) = Jr.  
Let/z -io = exp(~) ,  and define the mappings R : D -+ D by R(() = #~ and q5 :~ 
clX by • = ~ o R. Then T o ~(( )  = ~((d) for each ~ 6 D, and qS(0D) = Jr. 
Moreover we will show that the mapping ~]aI) :0D -+ Jr  is "non-alternating" (see 
Section 5). 
In the sequel, our setup is purely topological and hence we cannot use Blaschke 
product heorem as above. Instead of this theorem, we shall construct the canonical 
extension of the Julia set of a topological polynomial T by using the theory of 
relative metrics (or prime-end metrics, [13, Chapter 8, §9]). Indeed our method 
uses this theory fully, so in this sense, this paper deals with the application of the 
topological theory of relative metrics to the dynamics of topological polynomials. 
We shall state the main theorem. Let T be a topological polynomial. For each x 
Jr ,  define its backward orbit by orb(r-)(x) = {y ~ Jr  I Tn(Y) = x for some n ~> 0} 
(recall r -1( J r )  = Jr). Moreover by Stoilow's theorem (see Section 5), there is a 
positive integer d = deg(T) such that T is at most d to one (deg(T) is called the 
degree of T). 
We suppose that T satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) J r  is connected, locally connected with ~JT ~ 2. 
(2) The subdynamics ( Jr ,  T) is "all-sided backward transitive from its B6ttcher 
domain X", that is, orb(r -) (x) is all-sided dense from X for each x 6 J r  
(Section 5.3). 
(3) ( Jr ,  T) has at most countable periodic points. 
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(4) T is "orientation-preserving" (Section 5) and deg(T) >~ 2. 
Then we can show there is a continuous, non-alternating, and at most countable to 
one surjection q5 : 0D ~ Jr  such that for any ~ 6 0D, qs(~d) = r o ~(~). 
As an application of this theorem, we can show the no wandering domain theorem 
for T. Indeed in the proof of this fact, we introduce the equivalence r lation on 0D 
by saying ff ~r  rl if ~(~) = ~(~), and show that this relation ~r  is an invariant 
lamination [2]. So we can directly apply Blokh-Levin's version of no wandering 
domain theorem to our polynomial r (see [2, Theorems C and 3.2]). 
We remark that there is a topological polynomial which is not topologically 
conjugate to any complex polynomial [17]. Mayer [8] also has constructed such 
an example. 
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 give preparatory material 
for constructing the canonical extension of ( Jr ,  T). In Section 4, we shall construct 
the canonical extension, and we prove the main theorem in Section 5. In Section 6, 
we have no wandering domain theorem for T satisfying the above conditions. In 
these sections, we use several facts about general or planar topology. They are well 
known, but for the sake of completeness, we prove most of them in Section 7. 
At the end of this section, we introduce the following notations. 
We say that a set E is non-degenerate if ~E ~> 2. 
Let f :X  ~ Y be a mapping. We often write for A c X, simply fA  to mean 
f (A) ,  and for B C Y, f - lB  to mean f - l (B ) .  Moreover fx  = f (x )  forx ~ X, and 
f - l y  = f - l{y}  fory c Y. 
Let T : X ~ X be a mapping. Define the backward orbit of a subset E of X by 
°rb(r-)(E) = Un~>0 T-nE  where T-~E = {x ~ X IT~x ~ E}. 
Let X be a topological space and E C X. We denote by int E (respectively, cl E) 
the interior (respectively, closure) of E in X, and by Comp(E) the family of all 
connected components of E. Furthermore denote by TE the relative topology of E, 
that is, "rE = {V C E I V = U A E for some open subset U of X}. 
2. PRELIMINARY 
Following Parry [11], we define the notion of strongly transitive subset (under T). 
Definition 2 (Strongly transitive set). Let E C X satisfy TE C E. 
E is said to be strongly transitive (under T) if for each 0 ~ V ~ Te, there is n ~> 0 
such that E = U~=0 Tk v. 
We often use the following general statements as follows (see Section 7 for 
proofs). Recall the fact that if X is compact, Y is Hausdorff and f : X -+ Y is 
continuous, then f is closed. 
Remark 1. Let X, Y be topological spaces, f : X --+ Y, A C X and B C Y. 
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(a) I f f  is open, then f -1  clB C c l f - lB  and 
f l  f - l  B : ( f  -1B, 7"f-~B) ~ (B, 7-B) is open. 
(b) I f f  is continuous, then f -1  clB ~ c l f - lB  and f c lA  C c l fA .  
(c) If f is closed, then f cl A ~ cl fA  and 
f l  f-1B : ( f - l  B, Tf-~ n) -+ (B, TB) is closed. 
Remark 2. Let T :X ~ X be open, and E C X be compact with T-1E = E. Then 
(1) E is strongly transitive under T if and only if orb~-~(x) is dense in E for each 
x~E.  
(2) Suppose E is non-degenerate and strongly transitive under T. 
I fx  6 X satisfies that {x} is closed in X and T- ix  = {x}, then x ~ E. 
Proof. (1) Firstly we show the following claim. 
orb~-)(x) is dense in E for each x c E 
OQ 
E = U T~V for each 0 # V ~ TE. 
k=0 
Indeed let x 6 E and U be an open subset of X satisfying U • E # 0. To show 
the implication '.., it suffices to show x ~ [.-J~-0 Tk (U A E). Since T-1E C E and 
orb~-)(x) is dense in E, we see that U A E A orb~-)(x) = U N orb~-)(x) # 0. So for 
some k >>. O, (U n E) A T-kx # 0. The converse is clear. 
Next suppose E is strongly transitive and 0 # V c 7-E. Then [.-J~-0 Tkv = E. 
Conversely suppose that E = U~=0 Tk v for each 0 # V c TE . Since TIE : ( E , TE ) --+ 
(E, TE) is open (by Remark l(a)), E is strongly transitive by its compactness. 
Clearly (2) holds by (1). [] 
Typical examples of strongly transitive sets are the following. Let d/> 2 be an 
integer. 
Example 1. Let E = {0, 1 . . . . .  d - 1} N (the 1-sided infinite product of a finite set 
{0, 1 . . . . .  d - 1}) and T be the shift on E. 
Example 2. Let E = OD and T be the d-fold multiplying on 0D, i.e., T : OD 
0D: ( ~ (d (from now on, we call T angle d-piing). 
We give a general remark. 
Remark 3. Let T : X --+ X, r : F, -+ U, and qb : E -+ X be mappings. 
(1) The following statements are equivalent. 
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(i) ~or  = Toqb. 
(ii) For each x E X, zqb-lx C ~- lTx .  
(iii) For each ~ E E, qbr-l~ C T - I~ .  
Moreover in this case, we have that 
for each ~ c E, "g(I)--lq~ C (I)-I (I~'~. 
(2) The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) For each x E X, "gqb-lx D ~- lTx .  
(ii) For each ~ E S, q~r-l~ D T - I~ .  
Moreover in this case, we have that if q5 o r = T o ~, then 
foreach~ ~ E, r - l~- lq~=~- lq~r - l~  and r~-a~=q~- l~r~.  
A topological space X is said to be locally connected (from now on we write 
briefly "/c") if for any open subset U of X and any C ~ Comp(U), C is open in 
X. Notice that if X is lc and U is an open subset of X, then the topological space 
(U, 7-v) is also lc. 
We often use the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that X is lc. 
(a) For any open subset U of  X and any C c Comp(U), 3C C U C. 
(b) Let f : X ~ Y be a continuous and closed surjection. Then Y is lc. 
(For the proof of statement (a), see [10, Theorem IV-3.1]. For (b), see [15, p. 51].) 
Definition 3 (Angle d-piing factor under T). Let d ~> 2 be an integer and X be a 
topological space. A non-degenerate subset E of X is called an angle d-pling factor 
if T -aE  = E and there is a continuous surjection ~o:0D ~ E such that T o ~o(() = 
~o((d) for every ( c 0D. 
Let X be Hausdorff and E C X an angle d-pling factor. We cite some properties 
of E. 
(P1) E is non-degenerate, connected and compact, that is, E is a continuum. 
(P2) (E, TE) is lc (and HausdorfO. 
Indeed (P2) is satisfied by Lemma l(b). 
Suppose that T:X  ~ X is open. Then E has also the following dynamical 
properties. 
E is strongly transitive under T. 
Indeed let h be the angle d-pling on 0D and ~o :0D --~ E be a continuous surjection 
satisfying T o ~o = ~o o h. Let x ~ E and ~" ~ ~o-lx. By Remark 3, we have 
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~o(orb(h-)(~)) C orb(r-~(x), hence E = ~o(0D) = ~o(clorb(h-)(g)) C cl orbit-)(x). Thus 
orb(r -) (x) is dense in E, so we get the desired result by Remark 2. 
To end this section, we note the following useful fact (see Section 7). A subset D 
of a topological space X is a domain of X if it is open (in X) and connected. 
Lemma 2. Let X be lc and f : X --+ Y be continuous and open. I f  D is a domain 
of Y and C 6 Comp( f - lD)  satisfies that cl fC  c f clC, then fC  = D. 
In particular, i fX is lc and f :X --+ Y be continuous, open and closed, then fC  : 
D for any domain of Y and C e Comp( f - lD) .  
3. RELATIVE METRIC AND L IGHT MAPPING 
3.1. Relative metric 
We introduce relative metric [13, Chapter VIII, §9]. Let (X, d) be a connected and 
bounded metric space. For each subset E of X, denote the diameter of E by diam E. 
A new metric on X is given by the formula 
dx(x ,y )= in f{d iamC[{x ,y}cCcXandCisconnected} forx, yEX.  
We call dx the relative metric (or "prime-end metric") of (X, d) (cf. [3, p. 175]). 
Then d(x, y) <~ dx(x, y) and the identity mapping idx:(X, dx) ---> (X, d) is 
uniformly continuous. 
Let (X, dx) be a completion of X by dx, and (Xd, d) a completion of X by d. So 
there is exactly one continuous extension of idx to X, 
wx:  - - ,  
Remark 4. If (X, d) is a connected, lc and bounded metric space, then one can 
show that idx : (X, dx) --+ (X, d) is a homeomorphism [13, Theorem VIII-9.1] but 
may not be a unimorphism. Here a "unimorphism" ~0 :(X, dx) --+ (X, d) means a 
bijective mapping such that ~0 and ~o -1 are uniformly continuous. 
For the sake of completeness, we show idx : (X, dx) --+ (X, d) is a homeomor- 
phism. Let e > 0, x c X and B~(x) = {y ~ X [ d(x,y)  < e}. As (X,d) is lc, the 
connected component C of Be/4(x) containing x (with respect to (X, d)) is open in 
(X,d). So diamC < e and B~(x) C C for some 8 > 0. Hence i fd (x ,y )  < 3, then 
dx (x, y) < 6. 
3.2. Light mapping 
We use the following notations. Let X be a topological space and E C X. Denote 
by C(x; E) the connected component of E containing x ~ E. E is said to be totally 
disconnected if C(x; E) = {x} for each x E E. 
We define lightness of a mapping following Stoilow. 
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Definition 4 (Light mapping). We say that a mapping f : X --~ Y is light if f -  1 fx  
is totally disconnected for every x ~ X. 
By Theorem 9.1 in [13, Chapter VIII], if (X, d) is a connected bounded metric 
space, then 
wx : X ~ X--~ is light. 
We shall consider general properties of a light mapping. We show that f : X --+ Y 
is light if and only if for any non-degenerate and connected subset E of X, fE  
is non-degenerate. Indeed suppose that f is light and a connected subset E of X 
satisfies that fE  = {y} for some y ~ Y. There is C 6 Comp( f - ly )  such that E C C. 
Since f is light, ~E ---- 1. Conversely suppose that ~E ~< 1 or E is disconnected for 
any subset E of X with ~fE ~< 1. So i fx  6 X and E = C(x; f - l f x ) ,  then E = {x} 
since ~fE = 1. Thus f is light. (Let f : X --+ Y be continuous, open and light. By 
the above observation, f maps a continuum K of X onto a continuum fK ,  and 
maps a domain D of X onto a domain fD  of Y. Thus we can say any continuous 
open light mapping is "incompressible".) 
The crucial property of a light mapping is the following (see Section 7). 
Lemma 3. Let X be compact Hausdorff and f : X ~ Y be a continuous and light 
mapping into a Hausdorff space Y. For any x E X and any open subset U ~ x of X, 
there exists an open subset V ~ f x of Y such that C(x; f -1 cl V) C U. 
In particular, we have the following corollary. 
Remark  5. Let X, Y, f be as in Lemma 3. Then we have that for any y c Y and 
distinct points xa, x2 . . . . .  xn E f - l y ,  there is an open subset V ~ y of Y such that 
C(xi; f -1  cl V) A C(xj; f -1  cl V) = 0 i f /~  j.  
I f  Y is lc, then we can choose V as a domain of Y in Lemma 3 or Remark 5 (by 
replacing V with C(fx;  V) or C(y; V)). 
Later we shall use the following remark (see Section 7). 
Remark  6. Let F1, F2 . . . . .  Fn be pairwise disjoint closed totally disconnected 
subsets of a topological space f2. Then U~=I Fk is also closed totally disconnected. 
4. CANONICAL EXTENSION OF THE DYNAMICS ON JULIA SET 
Let p be the spherical metric on the 2-dimensional sphere S e and T : S e ~ S 2 be 
continuous and open. Notice T is surjective (since S 2 is compact and connected). 
So TT -1E = E for any E C S 2. Define the Fatou set and Julia set of T 
FT = int{x ~ S 2 [ { T n ]n~>l is equicontinuous atx } and J r  = $2 \ FT 
where int is the interior with respect to the metric p. In the same way as for rational 
functions (see [1]), we can show 
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Remark 7. (i) T-  1 FT = FT (hence T FT = Fr and T -  1 art = JT = T Jr) .  
(ii) Let C ~ Comp(Fr). Then we have that C is open in S 2, OCc J r ,  TC c 
Comp(Fr) and T-1C = [..JC for some subfamily C of Comp(FT). 
Proof. The proof of (i) is the same as the one for Theorem 3.2.4 in [1]. 
Let C ~ Comp(Fr). Then C is open in S 2 and OC C J r  because (S 2, p) is 
lc. At first we show TC ~ Comp(Fr). Since TFr  = Fr ,  TC  C D for some 
D E Comp(Fr). So C c T-1D C T -1FT = FT. Hence C E Comp(T-1D) because 
C 6 Comp(Fr). Since T is continuous open and closed, we have that TC = 
D ~ Comp(Fr) by Lemma 2. Next let C = {E ~ Comp(Fr) [ E FI T -1C ~ 93}. 
Since T -1Fr  = Fr, we have T- ic  C UC.  Conversely let E 6 C. By the above, 
TE c Comp(Fr), so TE = C. Hence E C T-1C.  [] 
From now on let T be a topological polynomial and T- lx~ = {xoe}. We study 
conditions under which Jr  is an angle d-pling factor. 
By the discussion given in Section 2, we see that necessary conditions for J r  
to be an angle d-pling factor are the following (from now on, we suppose that r 
satisfies them). 
Assumption 1. Jr  is strongly transitive under T. 
Assumption 2. J r  has the properties (P1) and (P2) (in particular, ~JT = cx~). 
(When T is a complex polynomial of deg(T)/> 2, notice that oc belongs to FT 
and that by Hurwitz's theorem, J r  is an infinite subset and by applying Montel's 
theorem, T is strongly transitive (see [1, Theorems 3.2.5, 4.2.1 and 4.2.7]). There 
are many complex polynomials whose Julia sets are connected and lc.) 
At first, by Remarks 2, 7 and the above assumptions, we have that cl orb(T -) (x) = 
Jr  for each x ~ Jr  and x~ ~ Jr .  Let 
X = C(x~;  FT) 
and call it the B6ttcher domain of T. Then X is open in 8 2 and OX C Jr by 
Remark 7. Moreover (under the above assumptions) we can show 
Remark 8. T-1X = X and OX = Jr .  Furthermore T : (X, p) ~ (X, p) is open. 
Proof. By Remark 7, T-1X = UC for some C c Comp(Fr), and furthermore 
TE = X for each E ~ C. Since T- lx~ = {x~}, T-1X = X. By Remark 1, we have 
that T:X-+ X is open and T- iox  = T- I (c lX  \ X) = (clT-1X) \ T -1X  = OX. 
Letx~OX.  Then JT=c lorb( f ) (x )COXs inceT- lOX=OX.  SoOX=Jr .  [] 
Now we shall construct a "canonical extension" of the dynamics (Jr ,  T). The 
starting point is the following. 
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Lemma 4. For any E > O, there is 8 > 0 such that i f  a subset E o f  S 2 satisfies that 
diamE < 3, then diamTE < e. 
Proof. Since T : (S 2, p) --'+ (S 2, p) is uniformly continuous, there is 8 > 0 such that 
i fp(x,  y) < 3, then p(Tx ,  Ty) < e/2. Suppose that diam E < 8. Then for any x, y E 
E, p (Tx ,  Ty) < e/2 and hence diam TE < e. [] 
Here we consider the relative metric Px of (X, p). Then (notice X is lc, see 
Section 2) 
Lemma 5. T : (X, Px) --+ (X, Px) is uniformly continuous and open. 
Proof. We prove first the uniform continuity of Tlx with respect to Px. Let e > 0. 
Choose a positive number 3 as in Lemma 4. Let {x, y} C X with px(x,  y) < 3. 
Then there is a connected subset C of X such that C D {x, y} and diamC < 8. 
By Lemma 4, diamTC < e. Since T is continuous, TC is also connected (and 
contained in X). Then px(Tx ,  Ty) < e. By Remarks 4 and 8, T : (X, Px) -+ (X, Px) 
is open. [] 
Hence there is exactly one continuous extension 
r '~-+~ 
of T to the completion X" of X by Px. Here we have the following facts concerning 
By Theorem VIII-9.4 in [ 13], X is an open dense subset of X with respect to p~, 
hence 
the boundary 0X of X (in ~') is equal to X" \ X. 
Moreover by Theorem VIII-9.8 in [13], the completion X is homeomorphic to D: 
precisely, 
there is a homeomorphism ~ :X --+ D such that 7,(X) = D and ~(SX) = 0D 
where the topology of D is the relative topology as a subset of Riemann sphere C. 
The completion X; of X by p is nothing but the closure cl X = X U Jr of 
X in (S 2, p). Thus there is exactly one continuous extension of idx to X (recall 
Section 3.1), 
w =wx : X -+ clX. 
So we have a continuous light mapping ~P -- wgr -1 : D -+ cl X, and we will use it in 
the next section. 
Since X is dense in ~', w o r = T o w. Since Jr  is connected and lc (Assump- 
tion 2), we have, by Theorem VIII-9.2 in [13], 
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So w :X" -+ clX is a surjection (note 0X = w-IJT and X = w-iX). 
Remark  9. r -10X = 0X (in particular, r(0X) C 0X). 
Proof. ByRemark7, r - lOX=r- lw- l JT=w- lT -1 JT=W- l JT=OX.  [] 
Thus we have obtained an extension (0X, r) of the dynamical system (Jr ,  T) 
in a unique way. At the end of this section, we give the following supplementary 
remarks. 
From the definitions of w and r, we can deduce the following statements (recall 
rx  = X). 
For each subset B of X, rw-lB = w-ITB. 
Let A be a subset o fF .  I fA  C X, then w-lwA = A. 
By Remark 9, 
"c - Ix  = "C-1 (X \ 0X) = X. 
Here recall f ix = T, so by Lemma 5, 
f ix :X -+ X is open. 
Remark  10. r : X" -+ X is light. 
Proof. Let Y 6 X. Since w(rY) = T(wY), r - IvY  C w-iE where E = T-1TwY. 
Since T is finite to one and w is continuous light, we see that {w-lz}zee is a family 
of finitely many pairwise disjoint closed totally disconnected subsets. By Remark 6, 
C(x; r-lrx) C C(x; w-l E) = {.,~}. [] 
5. PINCHED CIRCLE MODEL FOR T 
5.1. Basic property of the canonical extension of (JT, T) 
In the previous ection we obtained an extension (SX, r) of (JT, T). Define h : D -+ 
D: ff ~ ~pr~p-l~ where 7, : X --+ D is the homeomorphism given in the previous 
section. 
So h and ~P = wTr -1 :D ~ clX have the same set-theoretical or topological 
properties as r and w; especially, h :D  -+ D is light and hlD:D -+ D is open 
which is topologically conjugate to T : X --+ X. Recall h and qJ have the following 
properties: 
(c-1) 
(c-2) 
(c-3) 
(c-4) 
h- ID  =D.  
I fB  C X, then h~p-IB = qj-1TB. 
I fA  c D, then ~- I~pA = A. 
qJ(aD) = Jz and qJIo :D --+ X is a homeomorphism. 
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We show h : 9 ~ D is open (in other words, the openness of h ID : D --+ D can be 
extended: "the open continuation (or prolongation)" of hiD). Firstly we have the 
following (see Section 7). 
Remark 11. Let D be a domain of D. Then D A D is also a domain of D. 
In general, we have the following lemma essentially due to Stoilow (see Section 7, 
cf. [14, Chapter 7, Theorem 2.3]). 
Lemma 6. Let X be a lc, compact and Hausdorff space and f : X -+ Y be a 
continuous and light mapping into a lc and Hausdorff space Y. 
Suppose that there is an open and dense subset V of  Y such that f - I v  is dense 
in X and for any domain D of  Y, D N V is also a domain of  Y. 
I f  f I f-1 v : f - i v  --+ V is open, then f :  X ~ Y is open. 
So by Lemma 6 and Remark 11, we have h : 9 ~ 9 is continuous, open and light. 
By Remark 1 and (C-l), hl~D :0D ~ 0D is continuous, open and closed. 
We use the following theorem due to Sto]low (see [6, Chapter VI, Theorem 1.2 
and its proof]). For the sake of completeness, we prove this theorem in Section 7. 
Stoi]ow's theorem. Let T : S 2 ~ S 2 be continuous, open and finite to one. 
Then there are a finite subset, Crit(T), of S 2 and a positive integer, deg(T), such 
that for any y c S 2 \ TCrit(T), ~T- ly  : deg(T), and for any y c TCrit(T), ~T- ly  < 
deg(T). Furthermore lfdeg(T) = 1, then T is 1 to 1 (hence T is a homeomorphism). 
A point in Crit(T) is called a criticalpoint o f t  and deg(T) is called the degree 
ofT.  
Moreover for each y c S 2, there is a domain V, containing y and for each x c 
T - l  y, there is a positive integer, degx(T ), such that 
T :C(x; T - IV )  \ {x} --+ V \ {y} is exactly degx (T) to 1 andsurjective 
and 
Z degx(T) = deg(T) 
xcT-ly 
and Crit(T) = {x 6 8 2 I degx(T) ~> 2}. degx(T) is called the local degree o f t  at x. 
Thus T is a branched covering. 
So we can define whether T (or hiD) is orientation-preserving or not (say, based 
at x~; see [6, pp. 240, 245, 9]). We shall use the following key lemma (see 
Section 7). 
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Lemma 7. hloD : 0D --+ 0D is a covering mapping of degree deg(T) (i.e.,for each 
( c OD, ~h-l( = deg(T) and for each component C ofOD \ h-l~, h : C -+ 0D \ {(} 
is a homeomorphism). Furthermore for each ~ ~ D, 
qth-ltl = T-1~7.  
(So, in particular, by Remark 3(1), we have qJ o h = T o q~) and 
(*) Vx~T-t~P~, ~((qJ-lx)n(h-l~))=degx(T). 
Note the covering hloo:OD --+ 0D is orientation-preserving if and only if T is 
orientation-preserving (i deed take the extension of h : D --+ D to Riemann sphere 
C by reflection). 
Define an equivalence r lation ~r  on OD by saying (1 "~r ~2 if ~((1) = qJ((2). 
Denote by [(] the equivalence class o f (  (i.e., ~p-lqj(), and call it a qJ-class. By 
Lemma 7 and Remark 3, 
h[g']--- [h(] and h- l [ ( ]  = gg-lqJ(h-l().  
We call these properties forward and backward invariance of ~r .  One can show for 
each n/> 0, * -1* (h -n ( )  = h-n[(] (so *-l~p(orb(h -; () = orb(h-;[(]). 
Especially, backward invariance means that h -1 [(] is split into finitely many qJ- 
classes, and therefore the following statements holds: if ( ~r  7, 
then there is a bijection between h - lg /~r  and h -17 /~r  • 
Moreover the final equality (.) in Lemma 7 means that if ( ~r  tl, then 
for each (1 ~ h - l (  and rll ~ h- l~ with (1 ~r  ~1, 
~([(11 n h- l ( )  ~--- ~([r]l] n h-lr]). 
5.2. Geometric property of the factor mapping ~P :0D --> Jr 
Definition 5 (Non-alternating mapping). Let X, Y be topological spaces. We say 
that f :X  --> Y is non-alternating if for every x0 c X and xl ~ f - l fxo ,  f - l f x l  is 
contained in C(xl; (f-1 fxo)C). 
In general we can show the following (see Section 7, cf. [13, VIII-9.6]; this 
lemma indicates a relation between planar (simply connected) domains and their 
boundaries, via mappings from the standard isk). 
Lemma 8. Let D be a domain of S 2 and f :D --> clD be a continuous urjection 
such that fID is a homeomorphism from D onto D. Then flop is non-alternating. 
By (C-4), q~10I) is non-alternating. The geometric meaning ("unlinkedness") 
of this property is explained below. (In Section 1, we constructed a continuous 
surjection qb :~ --~ X U Jr ,  where T is a complex polynomial with a connected and 
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lc Julia set and X is the BSttcher domain of T, such that qslD is a homeomorphism 
from D onto X. Hence ~1~o is non-alternating.) 
Now, by [13, p. 167, Corollary of IX-1.52], we have that 
tP[oo : OD ~ JT is at most countable to one, 
that is, ~- lx  is at most countable for each x e Jr ,  or equivalently, each qJ-class is 
at most countable. 
For each A C D, denote by co A the convex hull of A. We show the unlinkedness 
of ~T, that is, 
(1) i f [t]  :~ [0], then (co[¢]) n (co[0]) = 0. 
Indeed when ~[ff] = l, there is an open arc A C 0D with two end-points (i.e., 
~(aD \ A) ~> 2) such that ¢ ~ A and [17] c A. When ~[t] >~ 2, by the non-alternating 
property of tp, we have [0] c A for some A E Comp(0D \ [~]) (note A is an open 
arc with two end-points since 0D is lc and [~] is closed). 
In any case co[t] c co(SD \ A) and col0] C co A, in particular (co[¢]) n (co[0]) = 
0. 
Another description of non-alternating property via a separation: if [t] ¢ [0], 
then there is a two-point set (i.e., doubleton or 0-dimensional sphere) {al, a2} C 0D 
such that {al, a2} separates [t] and [0I in 0D (1-dimensional sphere). Indeed take 
the open arc A as above, and let {al, a2} be the set of end-points of A. Then [t] is 
contained in the component of 0D \ {al, ae} different from the one containing [0]. 
We obtain the following facts (Proposition 1 and Corollary 1). The property 
stated in these facts will be regarded "gap invariance" of ~T in the next section. 
Write (e it1, e it2) = {e iO I O C (t l ,  t2)}, [e itl, e it2] = {e iO 10 • [t l ,  t2]} and 
(e it2, e itt ) = OD \ [e itl , e it2] for each 0 ~< tl < t2 < 2zr. 
Proposition 1. Suppose T is orientation-preserving, l f  a component ((, O) of OD \ 
[~] satisfies h( ~ ho, then the open arc (h(, ho) is a component of OD \ [h~]. (Note: 
in this case, both ~-classes, [~] and [h~], are non-degenerate b cause {~, 0} c [~] 
and {h~, h0} C [h~].) 
Proof. Denote d = deg(T) and Comp(0D \ h-lh~) = {(tk, ffk+l) [ 1 ~< k ~< d} with 
t = t l  "~- ~d+l. Since h0 5 ~ ht,  0 6 (~j, ~jd-1) for some 1 ~< j ~< d. 
Assume (ht, h0) is not a component of 0D \ [h~], that is, there is ot c [h~] M 
(h~, h0). 
Since ot ~ (ht, h0) C 0D \ {h~} and h : (~k, ~+1) --~ 0D \ {h~} is an orientation- 
preserving homeomorphism (by Lemrna 7), we see that 
~A=j=~B+I  whereA=(ff ,  0) nh - l~andB=( f f ,  t / )Nh- lh0 . 
On the other hand, since (t, 0) ~ Comp(0D \ [~]), A U B is disjoint from [~]. So by 
the unlinkedness, we see 
A = U [0tl] n h-lot and B = U [01] n h-lho . 
OelEA t/1cB 
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Moreover since a ~T ht/, by the backward invariance and the equality (,) of 
Lemma 7, t~A = ~B, a contradiction. [] 
For convenience, 
write OD \ {~} as (g, ~). 
For each ~ ~ OD, deg,~ (T) depends only on the tP-class [~], and denote it by d([~]). 
By using Proposition 1 and the equality (.) of Lemma 7, we obtain a converse: 
Corollary 1 (d([~])-folding property). Suppose T is orientation-preserving. 
For each (t/l, t/2) 6 Comp(0D \ [h~]), there is a family of disjoint open arcs 
x~d([~])  - ~d([~]) {(~'1/~, g2/Oik=l such that [~] A h-lt/j = {(jklk=l and for each k, ((lk, (2k) 
Comp(0D \ [~]). 
Proof. Let d = d([~]). Note t/j ~r  h~, so ~([~] A h-it~j) = d by the backward 
invariance and (.). 
Case 1. ~[h~] = 1 that is, [h~] = {h~}. 
So t/1 : t/2 = h~,  andby the forward invariance, [~] c h-Xh~. Therefore ~[~] = d. 
Denote Comp(0D \ [~]) = {(~, ~k+1)}~=1 with ~1 = ~d+l. We obtain the desired 
result. 
Case 2. ~[h~] ~> 2. 
So t/1 ¢ 72. Denote [~] ~ h -a t/1 : {~11, ~12 . . . . .  ~'ld (arranged counterclockwise)}. 
Let 1 ~< k ~< d and (~'1~, 'l"~) c Comp(0D \ h- it / l ) .  Since 0/1, t/z) E Comp(0D \ 
[h~]) is contained in OD \ {t/l} and h : (~lk, glk) --+ OD \ {t/l} is an orientation- 
preserving homeomorphism, we have, by the forward invariance, that (~lk, ~2k) C 
OD \ [~] where {~'2"k} = (~lk, (l"~-) A h - l t /2  . When (~'lk, ~'-2k) ~ Comp(OD \ [~]), we 
obtain the desired result. 
Suppose (glk, ~'2~) ¢~ Comp(OD \ [~]). Then for some (gak, ~) e Comp(0D \ [~]), 
(~lk, g2k) C (glk, g). Assume ~ ~ h-~t/a. Then we see that 
~A = gB + 1 where A = (~'~k, ~') A h-lt/2 and B = (~'lk, g) A h-it/1. 
By a similar argument as the one used in the proof of Proposition l, we get a 
contradiction. Hence h~'lk = t/1 ¢ h(.  So by Proposition 1, we have (t/l, he) c 
Comp(OD \ [h~]), in particular, h¢ = t/2. Setting ~2k = g, we also obtain the desired 
result. [] 
5.3. Additional assumptions 
Denote by md : 0D --+ 0D the angle d-pling, i.e., md~ = ~d. Our strategy to get the 
pinched circle model of ( Jr ,  T) (where d = deg(T) ~> 2) is to show the claim: 
canonical extension h is topologically conjugate to rod. 
That is, there is a homeomorphism ~o:OD ---* OD such that ~0 o h = md o ~o. So if we 
obtain such a conjugacy ~o, then letting q5 = tI, o~o - l ,  we can conclude that ( Jr ,  T) is 
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an angle d-pling factor; note the pair (rod, alp) has the same (topological/dynamical) 
property as (h, qJ). 
5.3.1. On periodic points of T 
We consider anecessary condition for the above claim to hold. Let d = deg(T) ~> 
2. 
Suppose we obtain such a pinched circle model (md, rb) as above; specifically 
qb:0D -~ Jr  is a non-alternating surjection and satisfies that for each ( 6 0D, 
T - I~(  = qbmdl(. 
Denote the qb-class qb- l~( by [(]. Following Blokh, Levin and Thurston, we 
shall classify non-degenerate qb-classes: [(] is a leaf (respectively, vertex) class if 
~[(] = 2 (respectively, g[(]/> 3). 
Clearly [(] is a vertex class if and only if int col(] ¢ 0 (non-empty interior). 
Consider the set of periodic points of T, that is, 
Per(T) = {x ~ S 2 ] Trx = x for some positive integer }. 
Note: Per(md) is countable. 
The existence of (rod, ~) implies that J r  N Per(T) is at most countable. 
Indeed let x ~ Jr  with Trx = x and ( ~ ~- lx .  So m~[(] = [(] (Section 5.1" 
forward invariance). When ~[(] ~< 2, ( is a periodic point of rod whose period is at 
most 2r. Since Per(md) is countable, {x 6 Jr N Per(T) [ qb-lx: degenerate or leaf 
class} is at most countable. Next consider the set Vp = {x ~ Jr  n Per(T) I ~- lx :  
vertex class}. Let qs((), ~(t/) ~ Vp be distinct. By (1) (Section 5.2: unlinkedness 
property), in particular, (int col(]) N (int co[o]) = 0. So by the separability olD, Vp 
is also at most countable. 
So we impose the following assumption on our topological polynomial T: 
Assumption 3. J r  N Per(T) is at most countable. 
(Clearly any complex polynomial satisfies this.) Here consider the subset Per(h) 
of OD. 
Remark 12. If T satisfies Assumptions 1, 2 and 3, then Per(h) is at most count- 
able. 
Proof. Since qJ o h = T o q~, we have ~(Per(h)) C J r  n Per(T), or equivalently, 
Per(h) C q j - l ( j r  N Per(T)). Therefore since qJ : 0D ~ 0D is at most countable to 
one (Section 5.2), we get the desired result. [] 
5.3.2. On all-sided density from X 
Recall 0D is strongly transitive under md (Section 2). So if h is conjugate to 
rod, then 0D must also be strongly transitive under h. We introduce the notion of 
"all-sided ensity". 
Firstly as a background, we recall some "positional" notions (after Sch6nflies and 
Brouwer, see [ 16, I-6 and IV-7]; roughly speaking, the word "positional" infers that 
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for a "pair" (A, B) where A is a topological space and B is a subspace (or embedded 
in A), it concerns a relation between A and B, via topological transformations 
on a).  
Let D C S 2 be a domain with non-degenerate boundary (i.e., gOD >1 2) and 9/be 
a simple arc. 3/is called a cross-cut for D if both end-points o fy  are on OD and the 
rest in D. y is called a end-cut for D if one end-point x o fy  is on OD and the rest in 
D (in this case, we say y terminates at x). x • OD is (arcwise) accessible from D if 
there is an end-cut for D terminating at x. Note if two boundary points x, y of D are 
accessible from D, then there is a cross-cut whose end-points are x and y (indeed 
use shortcut, see [10, p. 163]). It would seem that the arcwise accessibility is too 
naive a concept o explain some properties of OD in detail (for example, in [13, 
compare the Corollary of VIII-9.4 with VIII-9.8]). x • OD is regularly accessible 
from D if for each e > O, there is 6 > 0 such that for each z • D f-I B,~(x), there is an 
end-cut ~, joining z to x with ~, \ {x} c D n Be(x) where B~(x) = {z • S 2 I p(z, x) < 
3} and p is the spherical metric of S a. 
There are the following characterization theorems: 
(1) OD is connected if and only if each cross-cut V for D separates D (i.e., D \ 9/ 
is disconnected). Moreover in this case, g Comp(D \ y) = 2 and for each S • 
Comp(D \ y), OS is connected with OS = y U (OD f7 OS) (see [10, Theorems 
V-11.7, VI-5.1 and VI-5.2]). 
(2) Let OD be connected. Then the following properties are equivalent: 
(a) OD is lc. 
(b) Each x • 0 D is regularly accessible from D. 
(c) Each x • OD is all-sided accessible from D (i.e., for each cross-cut y for 
D and S • Comp(D \ )/) with x • OS, x is accessible from S). 
(See [13, VI-4.2], cf. [7, Theorem 20: the case "any prime end impression is 
degenerate"].) 
In addition, we have the following fact (see Section 7). 
Lemma 9. Let D C S 2 be a domain with non-degenerate connected boundary. 
For each cross-cut y for  D and S • Comp(D \ y), OD f) OS is non-degenerate 
connected (hence it is a continuum). 
Recall the B6ttcher domain X of T is a domain of S 2 with non-degenerate 
connected lc boundary J r  (under Assumptions 1, 2). 
Definition 6 (All-sided dense). Let D be a domain of S 2 with non-degenerate 
connected lc boundary. E COD is said to be all-sided dense from D if for each 
cross-cut y for D and S • Comp(D \ y),  E f70S ~ 95. 
This positional notion "all-sided density from D" is stronger than the point- 
set-theoretical notion "density in O D". Indeed we can make the following two 
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observations (they are purely positional facts, thus independent of the dynamics 
of T). 
Remark 13. If E C JT is all-sided dense from X, then E is dense in JT. 
Proof. Let x ~ JT and e > 0. Pick ~ ~ ~- lx  (so ~ E OD). It suffices to show E n 
B~(x) ~ O. By the continuity o f~ : D -+ cl X, there is 8 > 0 with ~(D)  C Be/2(x) N 
clX where D = {z ~ D I Iz - ~1 < 8}. Consider the open arc A = D A OD. By the 
lightness of ~loI), we can pick ~1, ff2 c A with qJ(~'l) 5 ~ ~(~'2). So the chord ~'~2 
is contained in D. Let 7 be the component of D \ ~ ¢2 contained in D. Then V = 
~(ff~2) is a cross-cut for X and S = ~(7) is a component of X \ y contained in 
B~/2(x) fq X (because ~1I):D -+ X is a homeomorphism). Hence 0 ~ E N OS C 
E M Be(x). [] 
Remark 14. If  E C 0D is dense in OD, then ~(/~) C JT is all-sided dense from 
X. 
Proof. Firstly we show the following claim (compare [7, Theorem 16]): 
¥y: cross-cut for X, 3~': cross-cut for D with ~ = y. 
Recall Px is the relative metric of (X,p) and • = Wl/-r--I:D--4 clX where 
w" (X', ~-~) -+ cl X is the continuous extension of idx : (X, Px) ~ (X, p) and 
~p : (~', ~-~) ~ D is a homeomorphism. Take a parametrization f y, y : [0, 1] --+ 
clX (the same notation). Then the open arc y(0, 1) is contained in X. Denote 
by [s; t] the subinterval of [0, 1] with end-points , t ~ [0, 1]. Since y : [0, 1] --+ 
(cl X, p) is uniformly continuous, we have (in the same way as in Lemma 4) for any 
e > 0, there is 8 > 0 such that if Is - tl < 8, then diam y[s; t] < s. By definition of 
px, Y[(0,1) : (0, 1) --+ (X, px) is uniformly continuous and so there is its continuous 
extension ~ : [0, 1] ~ (X', ~--~). Clearly w o ~7 = Y, especially {~7(0), ~(1)} C 0X 
(because {y(0), y(1)} C JT). Hence ~7 represents a simple arc in X. So ~ = ~p o 
represents a cross-cut for D with • o ~" = y. 
Next we show the above remark. Let y be a cross-cut for X and S 6 Comp(X \ y). 
By the above claim, there is a cross-cut ~ for D such that ~"  = y. Since ~lI) = 
~- I lD :D  --+ X is a homeomorphism, 7= ~-1S  6 Comp(D \ ~'). By Lemma 9, 
OD A aS is a (non-degenerate) closed arc of 0 D, hence bS fq 0S ¢ 0 because E C 0D 
is dense in 0D. So 05~ ~(/~A 07) C ko(~) A ~(07) C ~(E)  A ~(cl S) \ S = ~(/~) n 
OS. [] 
Here we strengthen Assumption 1(" Jr  is strongly transitive under T"): 
Assumption IS. ¥x 6 JT, orb(T-)(x) is all-sided dense from X. 
This assumption is characterized below (Lemma 11). 
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Let g :3D -+ 0D. An arc I C 3D (with ;~I >~ 2) is wandering under g if gk(I) N 
gl(1) = 0 for each non-negative k 7~ I. A subset E C 0D is g-subinvariant i fgE  C 
E. 
In obtaining the following Lemma 10, we benefited from a suggestion by the 
referee. 
Lemma 10. Let g : OD --+ 3D be a covering. I f  g has no wandering arc and Per(g) 
is at most countable, then OD is strongly transitive under g. 
Proof. Assume that 0D is not strongly transitive under g. So there are ( 6 0D and 
an open arc A such that A N orb(g-)(() = 0. By the assumption, there are q ~> 0 
and r ~> 1 with B A grB ~ 0 where B = gqA. Let C = U~>>.ogkrB. Then C is also 
i i r - -1 j~  an open arc, and E = U j=0 g t. is a g-subinvariant subset disjoint from orb(g -) ((). 
Hence k = ~Comp(E) ~< r. Denote K = {1,2 . . . . .  k}, Comp(E) = {Oi [ i C K}, 
and define o- : K --+ K by the formula gDi C D~(i). (Each Di is an open arc since 
g : 0D ~ 0D is open and 0D is lc.) Then o- has a cycle, i.e., there are i0 ~ K and 
p/> 1 with crP(io) = io and ~{crl(i0)}~=o  p. Let D = Dio. Now we have gPD C D, 
{utD}P--J is disjoint, and [.JlP=o 1glD C 3D \ orb(g-)((). Denote by Fix(u p) the set 
of fixed points of uP. Let D C D 6 Comp(0D \ g-P(). Since gP : 0D ~ OD is a 
covering, gP :D  --+ 0D \ {(} is a homeomorphism. 
We can take a continuous parametrization rr :0D --+ [0, 1) satisfying the condi- 
tions that rr(() = 0, rr :0D \ {(} --~ (0, 1) is a homeomorphism and G :re(D) 
7r(gPD) defined by G(t) = rc o gP o :rr -1 (t) is strictly increasing continuous. 
Hence we can consider the graph and iterations of G on an interval rr (D). 
Assume rr(D) \ Fix(G) ¢ 0. Let J c Comp(zr(D) \ Fix(G)). Since G - id is 
continuous, we see either G(t) > t on J ("advancing on J"), or G(t) < t on J 
("retreating on J"). 
Let t ~ J and denote by (t; G(t)) the open interval with end-points t, G(t). 
I f  G(t) ~ J, then (t; G(t)) A Fix(G) ¢ 0, contradicting the monotonicity of G. 
So G(t) E J. Thus G(J) C J and (t; G(t)) C J. By monotonicity and advanc- 
ing/retreating property, we see that (t; G(t)) is a wandering interval under G. 
In other words, I = 7r-l(t; G(t)) C D is wandering under uP. Moreover for 
0 <<. l <~ p - 1, glI C gtD is also wandering under gP (note g:glD --+ gl+lD 
is a homeomorphism). Since {ulD}~= d is disjoint, 1 is wandering under g, a 
contradiction. So rr(D) C Fix(G), i.e., the (non-degenerate) arc D is contained in 
Fix(g p) C Per(g), contradicting to the assumption. [] 
Recall the canonical extension (0D, h) of the dynamical system (Jr ,  T). 
We need two facts: non-cut point existence theorem, i.e., a non-degenerate 
connected compact metric space S2 has at least two non-cut points of f2 (where a 
point x of a connected space f2 is called a eutpoint of f2 if f2 \ {x} is disconnected. 
see [ 13, III-6.1 ]), and the fact that x E 0 X (= JT) is a non-cut point of 0 X if and only 
if ~qJ-lx = 1 (it is also a purely positional fact, see [13, VIII-9.9], or the corollary 
of IX-1.52 in p. 167). 
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Lemma 11. Suppose T satisfies Assumption 2 (i.e., "JT is a lc continuum") 
and 3 (i.e., "Jr has at most countable periodic points"). Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) T satisfies Assumption 1S. 
(b) T satisfies Assumption 1and h has no wandering arc. 
(c) T satisfies Assumption 1and OD is strongly transitive under h. 
Proof. (a) ~ (b). By Remark 13, it suffices to show the absence of wandering 
arcs. By non-cut point existence theorem, we can pick a non-cut point x0 ~ Jr. 
Moreover ~- lxo = {~o} for some ~o s 0D. Consider orb(h =) (~o). 
Since T o ~ = tp o h and ~- lx0 = {~0}, qJ-J orbiT-) (xo) = orb~-)(~0). Let I C 0D 
be an arc. Let J1 be a subarc of I with end-points (x, (2. Then the image y = 
qJ((l(2) of the chord (a(2 is a cross-cut for X. Let S be the component of D \ 
(1(2 with J1 = OD nclS.  So ~S ~ Comp(X \ y). By (a), 0 ¢ orbiT-) (xo) n 0~S(c  
orb(T-)(xo) n ~(clS)). So we can pick ~1 E J1 n ~-1 orb(T-)(x0) = J1 N orb~-)(~o). 
Suppose ~1 c h-k~o. Since h is finite to one, there is a subarc J2 of I with J2 N 
h -~o = 0. In the same way as above, we can pick ~2 e J2 A orb(h -) (~o). So ~2 e h-l~o 
for some 1 ~ k, and hk(I) N hi(1) ~ ~o. 
(b) > (c) holds by Lemma 10 and Remark 12. 
(c) > (a). By Lemma 7, ~(orb(h-)(~)) = orb(T-)(~) for each ~ e 8D. Since 
Jr = ~(0D), we obtain the desired conclusion by Remark 14. [] 
The author does not know whether Assumption 1 implies 1S (under Assump- 
tions 2 and 3) or not. However, in comparison with the following basic theorem 
for rational functions: "for any rational R with deg(R) >I 2 and open U c C with 
A 
U N JR ~ 0, the forward orbit of U under R covers C except for at most wo points" 
([1, Theorem 4.2.5]; it is a direct consequence of Montel's theorem; the property 
stated in it is called "Julia-neighborhood-spreading" i  [12]; this property may be 
called a positional-dynamical property for the "triple" (S 2, Jr, T)), it would seem 
that hoping the strong transitivity of JT alone will suffice is too naive. 
5.4. Conjugacy 
Now, by using Shub's theorem (see [9]), we can show that h is conjugate to the 
angle d-pling md under the Assumptions 1S, 2 and 3 and the condition that T is 
orientation-preserving of deg(T) ~> 2. 
A mapping f :  S21 --+ ~2 is said to be monotone if f - l f x  is connected for each 
x ~ g21. 
Shub's theorem (special case). I f  g : OD --+ OD is an orientation-preserving cov- 
ering of degree d >~ 2, then there is a continuous monotone surjection ~o :OD --+ OD 
such that ~o  g =md o ~. 
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Remark 15. Let g : OD -+ OD be an orientation-preserving covering of degree 
d >~ 2. I fg has no wandering arc and Per(g) is at most countable, then g is conjugate 
to md. 
Proof. Take 9 given in Shub's theorem. It suffices to show the injectivity of q~. 
Let w ~ aD. As cp is continuous monotone, 9-1w is degenerate or non-degenerate 
closed arc. 
Assume ~o-lw/> 2. Consider the forward orbit (_9 = {m}w [n >1 0} ofw. 
If ~O = ~x~, then 9 -1 w is a wandering arc under g, a contradiction. 
Suppose gO < ~,  i.e., there are q ~> 0 and p ) 1 with mP+qw = mqw (i.e., w 
is preperiodic). Take such p as the minimum period. Pick z ~ (_9 and ~ c ~0-Iz. 
Let D = ~o-lmqw (so D is also a non-degenerate closed arc because gqqg-lw c D 
and gq is finite to one). Then we have gPD C D, {g*D}P--o 1 is disjoint, and 
p-1  [..Jz=0 g lD C OD \ orb(g-~(ff). In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 10, we 
get a contradiction. [] 
We get the desired pinched circle model for ( Jr ,  T) (recall Remark 12, 
Lemma 11): 
Theorem 1. Suppose T is an orientation-preserving topological polynomial of 
deg(T) ~> 2 satisfying Assumptions IS, 2, 3. Then there is a continuous, light 
(indeed, at most countable to one) and non-alternating surjection ~ : O D ~ Jr such 
that d~ o md = T o ~. 
6. NO WANDERING DOMAIN THEOREM 
In this section, we suppose that T is an orientation-preserving topological polyno- 
mial of deg(T)/> 2 satisfying the Assumptions 1S, 2, 3. 
In the previous ection, we obtained a continuous, at most countable to one and 
non-alternating surjection • : 0D --+ Jr  which is a factor map of the dynamics 
(0D, md). 
From now on, we denote 
h=md. 
Especially, • satisfies the following identity (see Lemma 7): 
For each ff ~ aD, dph-l~ " = T-l~bff. 
Define the equivalence r lation on 0D by ~" Mr ~ if ~ (~') = q~ (~). Denote by [¢ ] the 
~r-equivalence lass of g. So [if] is at most countable. By the above identity, we 
have 
(2) h[~'] = [h~], 
(3) h-l[~] = qb-lqb(h-lff). 
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By the continuity of dp, we see that 
the graph {(r,/7) [ r ~T/7} of "~T is closed in OD x 0D. 
Recall (1) in Section 5.2, i.e., unlinkedness: 
if[r] ¢ [/71, then (co[(]) N (co[/7]) = 0. 
(2) and (3) imply that ~r  is forward-invariant and backward-invariant u der h. 
Moreover ecall Proposition 1: 
(4) (rl, r2) C Comp(OD \ [~1) satisfies hrl 5£ hr2 
(h(1, h(2) ~ Comp rOD \ [h~]) 
and Corollary 1' for each (/71,/72) C Comp(0D \ [h~]), 
(5) 3{(( lk  ' .,d([~l) Comp(OD [~1) suchthat = {gjkJk=l r2k)lk=l C \ [~]nh-1 /7 j  -~ ~d([~]) 
where d([~]) = deg,~ (T). 
We call (4) and (5) gap-invariance of ~r  (recall (¢,/7) is the open arc running 
counterclockwise from ( to/7). 
So ~r  is an invariant lamination [2], i.e., a closed unlinked forward-backward- 
gap invariant equivalence r lation each of whose classes is totally disconnected. 
Now we can apply Blokh-Levin's no wandering domain theorem [2, Theo- 
rems 3.2 and c-r1)] to our polynomial T: 
Theorem 2. Suppose T is an orientation-preserving topological polynomial of 
deg(T) >~ 2 satisfying Assumptions 1S, 2, 3. Then for each C ~ Comp(Fr), there 
are q ~ 0 and p ) 1 such that Tq+P(C) = Tq(C). 
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APPENDIX A 
In this section, we show the results in previous sections about general or planar 
topology. Let fa be a topological space and E C ft. We often use the following fact: 
If U is an open subset of S2, then cl(U n E) D U N cl E. 
Moreover recall that for each C e Comp(E), C is closed relative to E, in 
particular if E is closed in fa, then C is closed in ~2. 
Proof of Remark 1. (a) Since f((cl f - lB)C)  C B c and f is open, f ( ( c l f - lB )  c) C 
int(B c) = (clB) C. Thus (c l f - lB )  c C f - l ( (c lB)C).  Let V ~ Tf-IB, i.e., V = U n 
f - lB  for some open subset U of X. Since f is open, fV  = f (U)  N B ~ Ts. (b) 
and (c) are clear. [] 
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Proof of Lemma 2. Firstly we show 
Lemma 12. Let D be a domain of X and E is a non-empty subset of D. I f  3 E C O D 
(or equivalently D f3 3 E = 0), then E = D. 
Proofi Since DGOE =0,  weseethat DNclE  = DNintE c in tE  C E C DNclE .  
Hence int E = E = D N cl E, that is, E is non-empty cl open relative to D. By the 
connectivity of D, E = D. [] 
We show Lemma 2. Let D be a domain of Y and C c Comp( f - lD)  with c l fC  C 
fc lC .  Assume fC  # D. Then there is y ~ (OfC) \ OD by Lemma 12. Since X is 
lc, C is open in X. By the openness o f f ,  OfC = (c l fC)  \ fC  c (c lD) \  fC .  So 
y c D \ fC .  Since c l fC  C fc lC ,  fx  = y for some x 6 clC. Hence C U {x} is 
connected and contained in f - lD ,  hence x 6 C because C ~ Comp( f - lD) .  Thus 
y c fC ,  a contradiction. [] 
Proof of Lemma 3. Recall (see Section 3) f : X ~ Y has the property that for any 
non-degenerate and connected subset E of X, fE  is non-degenerate. 
Let V be the family of all the open subsets in Y containing fx .  Assume the lemma 
is not true, that is, Cv n U c # 0 for any V 6 V where Cv = C(x; f -1  cl V). We shall 
obtain a contradiction. Firstly note that Cv is closed in X. Since Cv is connected 
and Cv A U # 0, we have Cv N OU ~ 0. Let n E N and V1, 1/2 . . . . .  Vn c V. Then 
Vo = n~=l Vk ~ V and 0 # Cvo N OU C n~=l Cv~ n OU, that is, the family {Cv C~ 
OU}vcv has the finite intersection property. Since X is compact, C Cq OU # 0 where 
C = (']vev Cv. Notice that C is closed and ~C ~> 2 because x ~ C c~ U. Assume 
C is disconnected. There are two disjoint non-empty compact subsets, E0, Ea, of 
C such that C = E0 U El. Since X is Hausdorff, there is an open subset W of X 
such that E0 C W and E1 C (clW) c. For any V ~ V, Cv D Eo U El, in particular, 
Cv f3 W ~ 0 and Cv n W c # O, hence Cv n 3 W # O. Again by the compactness of
X, we see C 63 OW # 0, contradicting the fact that C C W U (cl W) c. 
Hence C is non-degenerate and connected. Notice fx  ~ fC  C nwv fCv  c 
nvcv  cl v = {fx} since Y is Hausdorff. So ~fC = 1, contradicting the above 
property of f .  [] 
Proof of Remark 6. Let C ~ Comp(U~= 1 Fk). Since {Fk}~=l is a family of finitely 
many pairwise disjoint closed subsets, we see that there is 1 ~< k ~< n with C C Fk 
because C is connected. Since Fk is totally disconnected, ~C = 1. [] 
Proof of Remark of 11 ("continuity method"). Let D be a domain of D and D1 = 
D N D. It suffices to show that D1 is connected. Denote BE(z) = {w ~ C I ]w - zl < 
e} where z ~ C and e > 0. Since D is open relative to D, we have that for each 
z C Di, there is ez > 0 such that B(z) = Bez(Z) C D, and for each z ~ D \ Di, there 
is ez > 0 such that B(z) = Be z (z) fq D C D. Let/3 = {B(z) I z E D}. We call a finite 
subfamily {B1, B2 . . . . .  Bt} C/3 a chain ifBk O Bk+l # 0 for each 1 ~< k ~< l - 1. Let 
zl E D1 and C = {z E D [ there is a chain {B1, B2 . . . . .  Bl} such that zl ~ B1 and z c 
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Bl}. Clearly C is open relative to D. We show D = C. Since D is connected, it
suffices to show that D \ C is open relative to D. Let z ~ D \ C. Assume that there 
is w ~ B(z) n C. So there is a chain {B1, B2 . . . . .  Bl} such that Zl 6 B1 and w c BI. 
Since B1 N B(z) ¢ 0, the subfamily {B1, B2 . . . . .  Bl, BI+~} where Bl+a = B(z) is a 
chain, contradicting the fact that z ~ C. Hence B(z) C D \ C. So since D = C, 
for each z ~ D1, there is a chain {Bf, B~ . . . . .  B[} such that za ~ Bf and z c B[. 
Clearly Cz = Ul=l  B~ \ 0D is connected and zl ~ nz~Dl Cz. Hence D1 = Uz~D1 Ca 
is connected. [] 
Proof of Lemma 6. Let U be open in X and x 6 U. It suffices to show there is an 
open subset W of Y such that fx  c W c fU .  By Lemma 3, there is a domain D 
fx  of Y such that C = C(x; f - lD)  C U (note Y is lc). Then f c lC  C c l fC  C clD. 
Furthermore 
fOC c OD (henceDNf0C=0) .  
Indeed assume that f z  ~ OD for some z ~ OC. Then f z  ~ D. So C U {z} is connected 
and contained in f -a  D, hence z ~ C because C E Comp( f  -1D), contradicting the 
fact that C is open in X (note X is lc). 
Since f - iV  is dense in X and C is open in X, there is ~ c C N f - i v .  Let Co = 
C(~; f - l (D  ng) ) ,  hence Co c C. Note the topological space ( f - iV ,  T f - lv )  is lc 
because f -1V  is open in X (see Section 2). By assumption, D N V is a domain of Y. 
So D N V is a domain of (V, 7-v). By Remark 1, f I f -1 v : f - 1 V -+ V is continuous, 
open and closed. So fCo -- D n V by Lemma 2. Since D is open in Y and Y = cl V, 
we have f cl Co D cl(D n V) D D n cl V = D. Since Co C C and C is open in X, 
C n cl Co = (cl Co) \ OC. Then 
fU  D fC  D f (C  n clCo) = f(c lC0 \ OC) 
D f(clC0) \ f(OC) D D ~ fx .  [] 
Proof of Sto'flow's theorem. A subset D of S 2 is called an open disk (respectively, 
closed disk) if there is a simple closed curve J in S 2 such that D c Comp(S 2 \ J)  
(respectively, D = cl C for some C 6 Comp(S 2 \ J)). 
In [6], "plane" means S 2 (i.e., the closed plane, see [6, p. 5]). To prove the 
theorem, we need several steps as follows. At first we have [6, Lemma 1.3] 
Lemma 13. Let D be an open disk, f : D ~ S 2 be a continuous, open and finite to 
one with f D ~ S 2, B C f D be a closed disk, and A ~ Comp( f  -1 int B). Suppose 
that Bo and B1 are disjoint closed disks with B0 U B1 C int B, and y cint B \ (Bo U 
B1). 
Then ~(A N f - l y )  <~ nln2 < ~ where n i = ~{C c Comp( f  -1 int Bi) [ C C A} for 
i=0 ,1 .  
Next let T : S 2 --~ S 2 be continuous, open and finite to one. So TS 2 = S 2 and T 
is closed. 
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Claim 1. For each y E S 2, there is an open disk Vy ~ y such that for each x ~ T-1 y, 
Ax N T-~y = {x} where Ax = C(x; T -1Vy) and there is degx(T) E N such that for 
any open disk V with y ~ V C Vy and z ~ V \ {y}, 
(A. 1) ~(C(x; T -1 V) n T- l z )  = deg x (T). 
Indeed since ~T-ly < oo, for each x c T- ly,  we can choose an open disk Dx 
such that Dx N T- ly  -- {x} and TDx ~ S 2. Since Dx is open in S 2, we see that 
TID~ : Dx --+ S 2 is continuous, open and finite to one. By Lemma 3, there is an 
open disk Vy ~ y in S 2 such that Ax = C(x; T -1Vy) C Dx for each x E T-ly. Then 
Ax n T- ly  = {x}. Let V be an open disk with y c V C Vy and A = C(x; T-1V) C 
Ax. Define n(z) = ~(A n T-lz) for each z ~ V. So n(y) = 1. Furthermore n(z) is 
constant on V \ {y}. Indeed it suffices to show that n(z2) ~< n(zl) for each Zl, z2 
V \ {y}. There are disjoint closed disks Bo and B1 in V such that zo = y 6 intBo, 
z l ~ int B x and z2 ~ Bo U B1. For each i E {0, 1 } and C ~ Comp (T-1 int B i), we have 
C n T - l z i  ~ 0 by Lemma 2, hence ~{C E Comp(T -1 int Bi) [ C c A} ~< n(zi). By 
Lemma 13, n(z2) ~< n(zo)n(zl) = n(zl). 
Claim 2. (a) For each ~ ~ S 2, 
(A.2) Crit(T) n A~ \ {~} = 0 where Crit(T) = {x 6 S 2 I degx(T) ~> 2}. 
(b) For each tl ~ S 2, ~ C T-lo and y ~ Vo \ {0}, 
(A.3) Z deg x (T) = deg~ (T) 
xEA~NT-ly 
Firstly let x 6 A~ \ {~}. Since A~ n T-1T~ = {~}, Tx E VT~ \ {T~}. By (A.1), 
A~ N T-1Tx = {xl, x2 . . . . .  xn} where n = deg~(T) and xl = x. There are disjoint 
open sets U1, U2 . . . . .  U, in A~ such that xk c Uk for each 1 ~< k ~< n. By Lemma 3, 
there is an open set W with Tx ~ W C VT~ such that Dk = C(Xk; T-1W) C Uk for 
each 1 ~< k <~ n. So Dk n Dl = 0 ( i fk  7~ l) and A~ n T-1Tx C U~=lDk" Hence 
by Lemma 2, 79 = {D 6 Comp(T-1 W) I D C A~} = {D~, D2 . . . . .  Dn}. Let V be an 
open disk with Tx ~ V C W n Vrx and y E V \ {Tx, T~}. By (A.1), we have that 
n 
n=~(A~NT- ly ) )  Z =Z ~(DkMT-ly) 
DC79~(DNT-ly) k=l  
n 
~> Z ~(C(xk; T- Iv )  N T-ly).  
k=l  
By Lemma 2, we have that ~(C(xk; T-1V) n T- ly)  >/1 for each 1 ~< k ~< n. Hence 
by (A.1), degxk(T) = (C(xk; T-1V) n T-ay) = 1, in particular x = Xl ~ Crit(T). 
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Next let z • Vr~ \ {T~}. Then A~ C3 T -  l z C A~ \ {~) andby (A.1), ~ (A~ ~ T-  ~ z) = n. 
By (1.2), 
Z deg x (T) = ~ 1 = n. 
xEA~T-lz k=l 
Corollary. ~ Crit(T) < oe. 
Assume ~ Crit(T) = cx~. Since S 2 is compact, there is an accumulation point ~ of 
Crit(T). Since A~ is open, Crit(T) A A~ \ {~} # 0, contradicting (A.2). 
Claim 3. There is deg(T) • N such that for each y • S 2, 
(A.4) Z degx(T) = deg(T). 
xET-ly 
Define d(y) = ~xcT- ly  degx(T) for each y • S 2. Since S 2 is connected, it suffices 
to show that d : S 2 ~ N is continuous. Let 11 • $2, T-17 = {~1 . . . . .  ~l} and B~ = 
~=1 A~j. Assume that there is y • V~ \ {7} such that x ~ B~ for some x • r - l y .  
Then C(x; T-JV~) C? T-17 C C(x; T-IVo) fq Bo : 0, contradicting the fact that 
TC(x; T-1Vo) = Vo ~ 7 by Lemma 2. Hence r - l y  C B~ for any y • Vo \ {7}. 
Therefore for each y • V~ \ {7}, we have that 
l l 
d(y) = Z Z degx (T) = Z deg~2 (T) = d(7) 
j= l  xEA~j NT-ly j= l  
by (A.3). So d is continuous at 7. 
We show ~T-ly = deg(T) for each y • S 2 \ TCrit(T). Since y ¢ TCrit(T), 
Crit(T) n T- ly  = 0, that is, degx(T) = 1 for each x • T- ly .  By (A.4), we have 
~T-ly = deg(T). Furthermore for any y • TCrit(T), ~T-ay < deg(T). Finally by 
(A.4), notice that ifdeg(T) = 1, then ~T-ly = 1 for each y • S 2, that is, T is 1 to 1. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Firstly we show h[0i) is exactly k to 1 for some positive 
integer k, and for any ~ c 0D and C c Comp(OD \ h - l ( ) ,  h : C --> 0D \ {~} is a 
homeomorphism. 
Indeed let ~ • OD and denote g = Comp(0D\h- l~).  By Lemma 2, hC = 0D\ {~} 
for each C • g. So for each 7 • 0D \ {~}, h-17 C U£ and C A h-17 # 0 for any 
C • g. Notice that g is a family of disjoint open subsets of 0D because 0D is lc. 
Since h-17 is compact, we have k = ~g < cxz and ~h-l~ = k. Similarly we have 
that D A h- l~ # 0 for any D • Comp(0D \ h- lq)  and ~h-17 < ~.  Assume n = 
~(C A h-17) ~> 2 for some C • g. Let C A h-17 = {71, 72 . . . . .  qn (arranged in the 
natural orientation of 0D)}. Let F C C be the open arc with endpoints 71, 72. So 
F • Comp(0D \ h-17), hence F A h- l~ # 0, contradicting F C 0D \ h- l~. Thus 
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g(C n h- lo)  = 1 for any C c g. Therefore ~h-lo = k and h:C ---> 0D \ {~} is a 
homeomorphism. 
Let d = deg(T). Next we show k ~> d. Since tP(0D) = Jr  and ~Jr = ee, there 
is g 6 0D \ ~-1TCrit(T)  7e 0. Then ~T-lqJ~ = d, and let T - lq~ = {xi}/a=l . 
Since T is light, there is a domain V 9 ~ of S ~ such that C(xi; T-~clV) N 
C(xj; T -~ cl V) = 0 (i ¢ j)  by Remark 5. By Lemma 2, for any 1 ~< i ~< d, 
TC(xi; T-1V) = V. 
Since tp is continuous, there is a domain D 9 ~ of D (note D is lc) such that OD C 
V. By Remark 1 1, D n D is a non-empty domain of D. Pick b 6 • (D n D) C V n X. 
Then by the above, we have for any 1 ~< i ~< d, there is a i C C(xi; T-1V) such that 
Tai = b. Let Ci = C(ai; T - I~(D N D)) C C(xi; T- lc lV ) .  So Ci C T-~ X = X, 
and since ~P(D N D) is a domain of S a by (C-4) (note D n D is open in C), we have 
that for any 1 ~<i ~<d, 
TCi = ~P(D n D) 
by Lemma 2. Since {C(xi; T -1 cl V)}~I is a family of disjoint closed subsets in 
S 2, we have (clCi) N (clCj) = ~ (i ~ j).  Let Di = ~- lC i .  Since ~ is continuous, 
clDi C ~-1 clCi, thus 
(clDi) N (clDj) = 0 (i 7~ j). 
By (C-2), (C-3) and the surjectivity ofqJ, hDi = ~P-ITCi = qj-I~p(D N D) = D n 
D. Furthermore since h is closed and D ---- U n D for some open subset U of C, 
hclDi D clhDi =c l (DND)  =cl (U ND) D U ND= D 9 g, 
that is, for each 1 ~< i ~< d, (h- l ( )  N clDi • 93. Hence k = ~h-t(  ~> d. 
Next we show that 
Vt] G 0D, 'v'x E r-ltI/r], ~((q/-lx) n (h-lr])) = degx(r). 
Let ~1, ~2 c (tp-lx) N (h- lo) be distinct. 
Firstly by Stoilow's theorem, pick a domain W ~ qJ~ of S 2 such that 
T:C(x; T-1W) \ {x} --+ W \ {~Pr/} is exactly degx(T) to 1 and surjective. 
Since • is light, there is x 6 U0 c clX: relatively open with Uo c C(x; T-1W) 
such that 
C(~1; ~- lg0)  n C(~'2; ~- lg0)  : 0 
by Remark 5. Moreover since qJ is continuous and h is light, by Lemma 3, there is 
a domain D ~ ~ of D such that ~(D)  C W and for each i = 1, 2, 
Di := C(~i; h- l  D) C C(~i; kI/-1U0). 
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Then D1 N D2 = 0 and by Lemma 2, hDi = D. 
Moreover by Remark 1 1, the sets D n D, D1 N I) and D2 n I) are domains of D. 
By (C-1), 
Din h- l (D  ND) = Di ND, 
hence h(Di ND) = D ND. Since • oh = T o tp, 
T~(Di N I)) = ~P(D N I)) C W. 
Since D1 N D2 = 0, we see that by (C-4), 
qJ(D1 n D) N ~(D2 n D) = 13. 
Pick b 6 tP(D N D). For each i, there is ai E (T-lb) n ~(Di n D), hence al 
a2. Since {al,a2} C ~(D1 U D2) C /-70 C C(x;T-1W), we have an injective 
correspondence from (tp-lx) N (h-lo) to A = (T-lb) n C(x; T-1W). So since 
~A = deg x (T), 
~((tlg-lx) n (h-l~)) ~< degx(T ). 
Moreover 
h - l r /=  (h-l~-lkItr/) n h - i t /=  (~-1T-ltl[tr/) n h-lz/ 
= U (U-Ix)  n (h-it/), 
xET-l~rl 
so (d ~<) 
k = ~h- l t /= Z ~((~- lx)  N (h-lt/)) ~< Z degx(T)=d" 
xET-lq2~ xET-I~rl 
Thus we get the desired result. 
In particular we have ~h-l~/ D T- l~r / .  The converse inclusion holds by Re- 
mark 3. [] 
Proof of Lemma 8. Denote by 0 the origin of C, and by 0( the closed line segment 
(in D) joining 0 to ( for ( c 0D. 
Let x E 0D and suppose ( and (t are distinct points in 0D with f (  -----x = 
f(1. Let L = 0( U 0( ~ and Comp(D \ L) = {Eo, E1}. Since f ID:D -+ D is a 
homeomorphism, it is clear that f L  is a simple closed curve in D U {x}, and 
furthermore for each i ~ {0, 1}, there is Ci ~ Comp(S 2\ f L )  such that fE i  c Ci. 
Then Co n q = 0. Indeed assume Co = C1. So D \ f L  = fEo U fE1 C Co. By 
the Jordan curve theorem, there is C E Comp(S 2 \ f L )  such that Co N C = 0 and 
;9C = fL .  Since f(0) ~ D n 0C and D is open in S 2, we have Co N C D (D \ f L )  n 
= D N C 5~ 0, contradicting the fact that Co N C ---- 0. 
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Now we shall show the lemma. Denote Fi = (0D ~ clEi) \ {¢, ~'} for each 
i c {0, 1}. Let ~ c OD \ f - l fg .  Then f - l f t l  C OD \ {g, g'} = go tO F1, and there 
is unique j 6 {0, 1} such that ~ c Fj. It suffices to show that f - l f r l  c Fj. As f 
is continuous, y = f r I c f cl E j C cl f E j C cl C j. Furthermore y ~ C j because 
f(OD) n f ( L )  = {x} and OCj = fL .  Let k = 1 - j .  I f  Vk n f -1  f~7 • 93, then similarly 
we can show y ~ Ck, contradicting the fact that Cj ~ Ck = 93. [] 
Proof of Lemma 9. Recall x, y are said to be connected in a topological space 
S2 if C(x; f2) = C(y; f2), or equivalently, there is a connected subset C of f2 with 
{x,y} c c.  
Here we shall use Janiszewski's theorem (see [10, Theorems V-9.2, V-16.2] or 
[6, Theorem I-1.3]): let F1,/72 C S 2 be closed satisfying F1 F/F2 is connected. I f  
x, y E S 2 \ (F1 U F2) are connected in S 2 \ Fk for each k 6 {1, 2}, then x, y are 
connected in S 2 \ (F1 U F2). 
Now we show the lemma. Let g be a cross-cut for D and Comp(D \ F) = {S, S'}. 
Since OD C~ OS.contains both end-points p, q of F, ~(OD n OS) ~> 2. Assume 
OD C~ OS is disconnected, that is, there are disjoint closed subsets F1, F2 of S 2 with 
ODnOS= F1U F2. 
Case 1. {p, q} c F~ for some k. 
Suppose k = 1. Then/71 tO g and F2 are disjoint closed with aS = 1:1 U ?/tO F2, 
contradicting the connectivity of O S. 
Case 2. p ~ Fa and q c/72. 
Pick two points x ~ S and y c S ~. So x, y are connected in S 2 \ Fk for each k 
by the connectivity of D. Since y is a simple arc, S 2 \ ?, is connected (see [10, 
Theorem V-10.1]). In particular, x, y are connected in S 2 \ F. By Janiszewski's 
theorem, x, y are connected in S 2 \ (FI U F) because F1 n ~, = {p}. Moreover x, y 
are connected in S 2 \ (F1 to ~' tO F2) = S 2 \ aS because (/71 tO F) C~ F2 = {q}. Thus there 
is a connected set C c S 2 \ as with {x, y} c C. Since x ~ S and y ~ S, C f~ aS 7/: 93 
(by the connectivity of C), a contradiction. [] 
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